Hi
Please give me the time to hear the argument I am writing against this bill that honestly goes against the
rights that allows me to protect myself.
Protection Orders Do Not Work as they are supposed to be a deterrent against those who harm you
however the mind of the one who harmed you is known for violence and will find a way to hurt you.
Scenario for law makers to think about as I speak from experience ask you to put you heart and
yourselves in our shoes for what happens more often than you think.
You are a everyday person who's spouse is harming you and your life is on the line, so then you go get a
protection order. So this law being imposed upon you now has it to where they unlawfully come in
confiscate your only means of protection. So what happens now is a revengeful ex finds you and now
you call 911 and have no way protect the lives of children, or yourself and you die along with those
around you.
How would you feel if you could not protect the ones you love?
The one being prosecuted does not bring back the precious lives lost because of the unlawful loopholes
created by this bill that Will cause detrimental harm when a family can't defend themselves because a
ex spouse like mine that would have use this law along with the system to falsely accuse so that he can
disarm his intended victim or to bid his time when restraining order is no longer in place to seek
revenge. This is done by a psychologically emotionally unbalanced charged person who is known to
harm that is now emotionally driven by hurt that fuels the anger to seek out the targeted victim so that
they can do detrimental bodily harm or acts of revenge.
Domestic Violence is real life scenarios that happen.
This law will cause more deaths and bodily harm as it will take away the protection rights of those who
have done nothing wrong therefore making people defenseless along with leaving them to believe that
the officers can get there in time to protect or save them.
Reality check officers do the best they can however it is impossible for them respond in less than 1 sec
to prevent a loss of life as it only takes milliseconds to take a life or do bodily harm. My ex's behavior
shooting at me though he is not supposed to have a firearm due to past proves they don't follow the
law. You can always be deceived as an abuser never reveals true behaviors which causes harm.
This bill being worded the way it is says that those who have done nothing will pay the price along with
sending a message that other lives do not matter as vicious criminals who intend on doing wrong and
DO NOT follow the law but continue to exploit detrimental laws like this one to then use it to their
advantage to inflict their revenge as this law is then used as a vicious weapon tool by criminals who
think much differently than those of you who pass these laws.
Remember I speak from experience as I Am a Severe Domestic violence survivor who went through
watching a person exploit loopholes and the system to get away with harmful behavior with little
punishment to only get out and do it again. Thank you for wearing my shoes in this scenario I hope you
understand that in all actuality you will cause more domestic violence harm by passing this law. Please
don't hurt me or others by passing this law.
Please don't assist criminals who can use this bill for harm instead please help protect me along with
innocent lives by voting against this bill.
Thank you for your time,
Teresa Archerd
Sent

